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IMPORTANT SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Important Notice:
Attention Installer: This manual contains important information about the installation, operation and safe use
of this product. This information should be given to the owner and/or operator of this equipment.

WARNING — Before installing this product, read and follow all warning notices and instructions which

are included. Failure to follow safety warnings and instructions can result in severe injury,
death, or property damage. Call (800) 831-7133 for additional free copies of these
instructions.

WARNING — Hazardous suction. Can trap and tear hair or body parts. Can cause drowning.
Do not play with cleaner or hose or apply to body. Do not let children use or play
with pool cleaner. Stop pump before attempting to clean unit.

CAUTION — Oscillator may injure hands or fingers. Stop pump before attempting to clean out
pool cleaner head.

1058 0594

WARNING — Hose can trip or entangle swimmers. Do not allow swimmers in pool while pool cleaner
is operating.

General Installation Information
Pre-installation check list
Before installing the cleaner in a vinyl liner pool:
Check liner closely for signs of deterioration or damage from age, chemicals, pool wall damage, etc. If any
damage is found, have a qualified pool professional make all necessary repairs. Also, if there are stones, roots,
etc., under the liner, remove them before installing the cleaner.
Before installing the cleaner in a gunite pool or a pool that is partially or completely tiled:
Repair loose tiles and tighten any loose light rings.
Before installing the cleaner, clean your filter system:
Make sure you have cleaned the filter, including backwashing, rinsing, and emptying all baskets. A clean
system is necessary for proper cleaner operation and coverage.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

(continued)

General Installation Information (continued)
Before installing the cleaner, fill the hose with water:
Always make sure the cleaner head is submerged and the hose is full of water before connecting the hose to
the filtration system (whether through a skimmer or dedicated wall fitting). Air in the system can damage the
pump through dry running and overheating.
Before installing the cleaner, understand cleaner coverage:
The cleaner is designed to rid your pool of debris in approximately 4-6 hours. Less time could be needed,
depending on the pool size.
The cleaner was not designed to automatically clean steps or swimouts or to work under a solar cover. It was
also not designed to do initial cleanup for a new pool or when opening your pool for the season.
WARNING

— Suction entrapment, injury, and drowning hazard. If your pool has a dedicated
suction port (“vac port”) for vacuuming or for an automatic pool cleaner, it must be
covered when not in use.

A spring loaded safety cover is included with your cleaner. Install it on the suction port to prevent entrapment
and injury.
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Section 1
Overview
Great White Automatic Inground Pool Cleaner
Congratulations on your purchase of the world’s best pool cleaner! Nothing quite compares to the Great
White’s ability to make dirt disappear. With its 15” cleaning path and unique bristle drive, your Great White
automatic, inground pool cleaner will deliver fast, complete coverage of your pool.

Great White Automatic Inground Pool Cleaner
Model GW9500
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Preparation of your pool
Before you assemble and install your Great White automatic pool cleaner, you should make sure that your
pool is clean and free of algae. If necessary, make the following preparations before proceeding.
• Chemically balance the pool water
• Brush the pool and let the debris settle
• Hand vacuum the pool thoroughly
• Clean the filter and pump strainer basket (Figure 1)

Cleaner assembly
1. Check parts

Remove Great White and all of its parts from the box and check to make sure that all components were
included (Figure 2).
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2. Attaching swivel assembly to cleaner head

Installing the swivel assembly is a snap. Just insert it into the cleaner body and give it a quarter turn
(Figure 3). If you attach a unidapt handle to the swivel for manual vacuuming, be sure it is the special,
floating unidapt handle provided with the cleaner (Replacement Part No. GW9019). Use of a different
unidapt handle will hinder the cleaner’s performance.
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